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STATEHOUSE*EPORTING Op A LEG SLATUE SESS.ION:

SOURCE PERCEPTIONS OF NES&1EDIA 16FOR14ANCE
)

journalists covering state government often take t7 opportunity to

criticize the efforts of politicians--- in commentaries, analyses, cOlumns, and

in the ob)eotive reporting that they produce each day. Certainly, those government

officials at the'state level', estimated by some to be the'leaSt salient level of

government to the public than tothercleveli,1 have opiniods about the quality of

work.of the news meads in caverini
1)

Michigan Gov. William G. Miltikan,
,

these sources. A recent study by the 'staff of

released bythe National.Governor's
co

Associatton in Washington, illustrates this. Ws tèporiff1ecting the opini

-

ol 48 governors, stated the maws media did a "D" job in covering their various'

4 states.2

- If tAe news media are not/abing the. bestopossible job according to those
0 .

the qews media cover,they must strive to better understand what sources think

unews media.performance and news media inst44,tions'in 'general. What are the
,

images public"officials hold toward news media reporting perforinanceT=Whether it

is covering the Chiefexecutive, the legislature, or the supreme court, the job

is not an easy one.

is clearly not in easy task as Whitehead and Ziffaindicate, 3 and, from

the-research literature, we know much more about the news media's perceptions of

.sources and news media behavior n general in covering government. Textbooks on

reporting,,for example, focus, on how-to-do-it rather than understanding sources
,

and source perceptions of news media purpose and perfarmance. Researchers have

N,$studied tWj,maor daily newspapers, the news magazines, and the television and

radio networks._ And they have concentrated on the public's reactions to coverage,
.

ihpressions regarding performance, and suCh Similar matters Litt e recent

scholarly-Concern has been given to state government and naws media performance

4
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in cohering state government..Furthermore, research.tends to foCus on public..,.

perceptions of mews media performance'and not on the perceptions of the primary .

sourcet of t'tate govefnient mews--- public officials in the executive,

Legislative, and judicialtranchet.' While the.governor and supreme cOurteof a

given state are importadt news pourcn and ihe'goverilor is'the leadingoiadividual

news source in the state, certainly the single'largest group of sources in

inflUential positions is the state legislature. Some political scientists believe

these representdtives are the state's ombudsmen, reaching into the hinterlands to

serve the electorate.4 The legislature, therefore, is an important group of news
- 4

sources and,even more important as appropriate evaluators of performance of the

niws media coverage of state government.

The body of litexature that Concerns itself with news medi.a performance in
,

covering 'state government is growing. Duna, for example,.demonstrated the

relationship of the public official and the mews media in listing the major

components of the public qfficial-reporter communication dyad. Each component,

Dunn conch:deft must he interrelated with all components on both tides of the

dyad. For political repOrters, Dunn!s five components are: (1) role views, (2)

defini g news, Y gathering news in terms of routines and interaction with

offi ials, ) selecting news,' and (5) wiliting mews. On the other side of the

source'sAesk the four components for public officials are: (1) views toward the

press, (2) exposure to the press, (3) receiving communication, and (4)

5traniMitting communication techaiques and purpopes. Public officials' images'of

the press, a'vital mitigating factor in the interrelationships of source and

reportetwill studied here. Dunn further explains Public officials'

perceptiond of job.perfdrmance in terms of criticism and.praise. Criticisms, Dunn
,

-..offers,dke usually grounded in public officials' own instrumentaL orientations
,e'

toward the press. They include improper-news emphasis and selection, rack of

/"."
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experience oestatehouse reporters, lack of technical knowledge of public

officials' ar%as of administration and/or government, editorials written.by

isolated editorial writers who have improper information, and a lack of in-depth

istories and comprehensive nterpretation of state government ettivity. Praise

does not always come in the 'farm of the obverse of the criticrsms, he said.
k

Praise includes the various "good" qualities of repotters such,ai wide range of

knowledge and adaptability to situations, his or Itt interest in'state

gov'emtnt, and the helpfulness of the press in assisting public officials in

achieving their program goals.

Martin found government officials in Washington to be "satisfied with the
)

performance of the press on the whole, but this is not the case at the state
.

' level. State officials spend a good amount of their time criticizing the press,

he said.
7
Research hy Dunn and Morgan support Martin's general view.8 News media

and source relationships are, however, difficult to an-Ayze* because thei'r.

,constituent elements,are not easily isolated or disentangled, Blumler and

Gurevitch argue. The fusion of the source and reporter'occurs because "each

communicator is amply motivated to 2study' 'the other when Arguing his or her
a

interests.. Sanders and Raid have observed that the relationship between
117

reporters and their political sources is characterizednby most researchers as

adversary in.contrast to other possible paradigms such as the ''exchange" model.

While they,are'adversary; teporter-publié official relationships have been

viewed to pivot on communication patterns based on mutual dependence, Tlyer and

10

Nayman concluded. As this happens, e ch side tries to manipulate the other and

alter the situation. 11 Dyer and Nayma concluded reporters and legislators have

quite similar views that reporters recoghize but legislators do not. With this,

' reporters felt "close" to legislatorat but legislators did not feel close to

reporters.12 It becomes important, therefore, to study the images public

t
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officials hold of reporters and the news media to bettir understand why this

4closeness does ,not ekist. Miller determined the relationshlps between reporters

and Congressmen are symbiotic, not adversarial. In her-case study, she said

personal friendships are no doubt important, but friends are not always available

when a politician needs one in the news media. Shared understandings,are perhaps

more important, ieNother wards, playing by the rules of the game. 4ese rules,

she concludes, are what alloy pdliticians and reporters tp functipn in

symbiosis.
13

Baker and Walter, investigating the relationship"of the state

legislature and the'news media, said the issue agendas of mg'mbers of the

.legislature were similar to the issue agendas of coverage of the major nlwapapers'

Ak the state.
14 '

The goal of better news media coverage is blocked by numerous obsta es.

Whitehead and Ziff note several, including short staffing, internal aplits within

the news medih between print and broadcast,formats, shortages of information from

sources, turnover among sources, turnover aniong repoiters, the "ordering" of
-

statehouse mews, dependence on.set spokesmen for information, and

oversimplification of complex processes. 15 Weaver and Wilhoit determined

visibility of a U.S. senator is based More on activity of thg senator more,than

anything other single predictor. By comparison, activity was mach m9ffa highly

correlated to visibiAty of a senator than was seniority, state sIze, and

16
committee leadership prestige.. ..Many of these factors clearly influence the

'perceptions Pf sources by news media and perceptions,of news media performance by
e7

.sotIrces.

1

Gormley has determined,that coverage of state government by television and

hy newspapers is not equivalent. Newspapers, he concluded, devote a larger

proportion of news stories to'state government than,does television. Newspapers

also give greater prominence to storiesOthan television. While newspaper, coverage

,t4,1

;
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of state government could be better,'he said; television coverage.could be much

better, Gormley characterized teleVision coverage as reflectin "a policy of

,

!benignoneglect." Gormley says this finding: plus the facE tha 'elevision is
0.

.4be natton's foremost information source; leads to public opinion that state

17
government is?rot very important,

It.is the distinglon between°electronic news media and print news media

that is of interest here, partiCularly as viewed., by'thed,public official. Merwin,

found televison-more favorably judged by'legislators..lie also determined

'teleVision was perceived to.be more responSible, reputable, wholesome, important,

aat4 safe to-legislatois. Newspapers, in contrast, were viewed to be biased and

partial, but trutnful and.interesting. Merwin said the overall ratings average of

television news coverage were higher than newspapers. But he cautions that the

two media cannot be equated,because of differences in the way.television and

ne4spaper
'13s

cover state leglialative news. It might'be as simple as die fact that
-

newspapers offer more materiel to criticize than time-tight television

18 .

newscasts. . .

41 l'
/

,

Tannenbaum and McLeod studied public images -of mass media institutions,

determining five dimensions of consumer perceptions:They determined a general'

evaluation dimension which related to pleasantness of the media, its value,

importance, and interest'arousal capabilities. Ethical evaluation was a second

dimension, including fairness, truthfulness, bias, responsibility, and *accuracy.

; The third 4imension identifie, was labeleit stylistic,ievaluation, indluding

coloulness,'excitement, freshness, neatness, and difficulty. TEeir fourth image

dimension fncluded potency, reflecting the power Of the mass media, its boldness,

and "lioudness." The fifth dimension found was 'labeled activity, reflecting

activity, tenseness, and how modern the mass media were perceived togb .
19

And',

in their benchmark thesaurus study, Osgood, Suci, and-Tannenbaum fouild



ev4uation, potency, oriente d activity, stability, tautness, receptivity, and

aggressiveness, dimensions.
20

The dimension reflecting stability seems
41:

particularly Useful beyond those .identified by Tannenbaum and Mcleod when applied

to news media performance.

"q4

Merwiprf looking specifically at public officials' perceptions of news

media perforMance covering state government, identified ethics, potencyq style,

appearance, and quality 4A important dimensions of ima3i of legislative coierage

of home district newspapers. He alio found quality,potency accUracy,

attractiveness, and importance to, be £Iimeusns -of images of legislative cove rage

bf home district television.21 Lemert, on the otherAland, found just three

. i",

components of source image in a cross-cultural,study--- safety, dynamism, and.

, 1

qualification---regardless of sources, scales, cultures, instructions,-and

'siivations.22

Research Questions

e
This paper explores the relationships between the news Media and the

public official. More specifically, this* paper investigateg relationships f the
.

,
, 1,

capitol press corps and members of a State legislature. In'doing sothe
,

p rincipal focus is on perceptions of-capitoi press corps coverage held by members
Q.

of a state legislature.
*

.
.

In a general way, this p4Perlseeks to determine these images held of +he
.

. , . . x, .

media. To be more precise, ibis paper will look not only,at state legislators'
.,-, ,, -

.

perCeptions of news media performance, but(also at legislators' perceptions of

differences in print and broadcast news media performance. FUrthermore, it wili

4

investigate state legislators' perceptions of Aifferences in coverage at home
-

district and state-levels.

-. This paper attempts to provide answers to these research,questions:

9
. Jf
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(1) What are public official§ -images .of (a) newspaper coverage in boae
4

dintrict, (b) radio and televi49n-coverage .in home disecklt, (c)Inewspiper.

coverage statewide, and (d) radio and teleyision coverage statewide;

(2) What are the siiiiiarities and/or differences in public officials'

perceptions of print and,broadcast news media reporting performance?

(3)4lt are the similarities and/or differences in public officials'

perceptions of
-

ome dNtrice and gtate meride news dia reporting performance?

iMe thod

4 p

Tannenbaum and.McLeod aped semantic differential scales to determine

public images of mass media institutions.
23 FoLlowing their work, scales were

lievelOped to represent thei-**r five dimensions of images held by a groin, of
,

reapondents:';(0 general evalttatinn/, (2) ethical evaluation, (3) stylistic
.

. a

,evaluation, (4)'potency, and (5) activity. A sixth dimension, stabil was

/ 0
i

added from Oagood, Suci, tnd Tannenbaum's early work. The'semanLc pairs used
,

in oonstruction.of\the image scale, a quebtinnnaire,'-were suggested by the VA,

26 t
studies noted above'; and by Merw n,

25
and by Lemert.

,A:scale of 35 semantic pairs was developed,\representing the dimensions

proposed by Tannenbaumkand McLeod. 'To determine differences in print and

.hroadcast news media images held by public officials, legislators were asked #o

evaluate performance of newspapers and, of radio and teleVision using the .semantic

, differential scaler Furthermore,'to determine evaluations of news.media

performance at the home district level and the statewide.level, respondents were

asked to,svaluate performance on thege levels as well. Therefore:four

evaluations we obtained on the questionnaire: (1) newspaper coverage in home
041-

legi lative district, (2) newspaper coverage statewide, (3) iadio and television



coverage in home

statewide.

legislative distriot,'and.(4) radio and television coverage
0

. Data were col/cted,in Wiscons_in, where the state legislature cansists of

a'33-member senate and 99-member itssemb y. the size of this legislature enabled

census to be conducted rather than a sample of a larger body of-legislators.

Because the legislature was in recess at the time data *Iiltlection began, a mail

questionnaire containing the four sets of bcales and demographic questions was
-

. .

sent to home addresses 9f all legislators.2
7
A m moranduwwritten by a leading

memiber of the Assetbly endorsed the study in an attempt to enhance response rate

:Two follow-up mailings with.'personal letters were sent to legislators not

responding to ihe original mailing.,Telephone calls, when possible; were made to

encourage respodse. Incomplete queirtionnaires were returnedfto respqpdents in

hopes they would,beccompleted.-
'

7-Data wericoded and analyzed aing the. t-test and.factor analysia

subprograms of the Statistical Package for' the Socral Sciences (SPSS). Each f
. ,

'N.

four sets of image scales were factor analyzed utilizing the principal;iactoiin
- .

f
with iteration method&. Main diagonal elementa of the.correlation matrix were

replaced wi.-th communality estimates with,this prOcedure. The factorrstructure

set of 35iesulting from analysis served as the independent variables; each
:
pairs) served al the dependent variabgles. The initial

was a 1.0 eigenvalue. Secondary factoring called for factor

variat.les (semantic

factoring criterion

solutions based on overall

was 25. A varimaxc-rotation

-28''
on this data base.

structure of factor matrices. The iteration maximum

was. executed on the data ih each factor analysis-run



Findings

A total of...52.3 percent (n=69) responded to

4

questionnaire. This ffgure

represents 42.4 percent (n=14) of the Senate and 5.6 percent (n=55) of the
1

Assembly. Of the 14 senators responding, one questionnaiie (7.1 percent) was

incomplete. Of the 55 Assembly meMbi#s responding, thr5e questionnaires (5.5

percent) were incomplete. Thp, 65 r9opondents were included in.the anafysis

29
(49.2 percent). ,

Among the resPondents, 58.5 percent were Democrats, the mean age yas 42.6

years, 86.2 percent were male, 41.5.percent represented urban constituencies and

40.0 percent represented urban-rural constituencies, 35.4 percent had served in

the legislature for nine or more years, 20.0 percent were businessmen (the group

was, Cluite heterogeneous), and 72.3 percene had a college undelk-graduate or a

graduate degree.

General Perceptions of News Media Performance
0

Means for aIl variables are contained in Tables 1-4. These means "reveal
e

numerous categoriCal differences. First Of all, legislators do perceive

significant differences in radio and television cdverage evvtr newspaper coverage,

rating.television and radio coverage more favorably than mews nper.coverage is

*"." evaluation does nt seem to be influenced by thtnature of c ve age either, e94nce,

both geographic levels of ,coverage of the legislature were lower for
0

adjective pair mean scores for newspapers, 4

I

nearlya11

. ,Second, there seems to be fai.less distinctiOkby legislators for

4 .

statewide or distrit coverage. ornewspapers Or of radio and televisiOn.

.

Legislators did perceive-homenlsttict coverage more positively :tIlan stateWp,de,
s .

. .

coverage of the.legislature, but many Me4U score differencee were. not,

statistically significant at the p=0.05 lever,.

12
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In Table 1, it ks clear legis0lators perOeive breadcastipews modiajar"move

favorably at both the state and home diatrict Loyola de suggested in the TeXas

legislattw study by Merwin. 30
Senators and assemblymen felt tolevision was more

interesting, courteous, wise, active, sensitive, smooth, fair, strong, relaxed,

accurate, whole, balanced, truthful, colorful, superior, friendly, and timely.

Only in tiwo cases did legislators view newspapers more positively--- unemotional

_

and serious. While legislators viewed television and radio higher on 13 other

adjective pairs, these Were not statistically significant. Interestingly,

legislators rated both newspapers and televisionradio the same on urban7rural.

At the statewide level, legislators perceived broadcast media more

positively on all but four adjective pairs, but just nine differences are

statistically significant. Four adjective pairs were- evaluated more ositively

for newspapers but none of t4e differenceican be attributed,to Anything'but

chance. In Tabld 2, legialators perceived televiaion and radio to be more

couiteous, fair, unbiased, relaxed, accurate, pleasani, truthful, objotivcb nd

friendly. In contrast, the four adjective pairs which were rated higher.for

newepapera Were slight differences that wbre not significant.

While there were clear differenceein medium, there was ifot such clear

differontiation in tshe mr6eptions of legialatore over home district and

statewide reporting of their work. Generally, legislators believed coverage of

their home 'district deaerved more positive overall ratings than did state

coverage, in terms of newspaper covoragei legislators viewed home district

,coverage more positively on 20 items and state coverage mnro pesitively on 13

items,'in Table 3. However, only four of these differencea were statistically

significlint, indicating less overall,diatinction. Interestingly, two oe the items

wore higher home district ratings (unemotional and biased) and two of the items



a

were higher state .ratings (whole and'timely). The two items rated equally were

rational-intuitive and stable-unstable.

Radio and,telorision eValuations faired about-the aame as newsPapero When

studied at the Aistrict.And state levela, as shown in Talpm Legislatori

believed home district coverage was more positively executed., generally, but this

is tentative at best since.pone of those higher Medlin was' statiStically
.

significant. Of' the nans which were higher at the state level, 'just one was

statistically significant (attractive-unattractive).

Looking more closely at newspaper coverage in home distrfct and statewide,

legislators perceive home district reporting to be more unemotional, courteous,

wise, careful, sensitive, honest, serious, fiir,

relaxed, accurate, pleasant balanced, truthful,

piogressive, unbiased, right,

subjective, sane, cautious, and

friendly. Newspaper coverage statewide was perceived.to be more interesting,

active, urban, complete, permissive, smooth, attractive, strong, good, whole,

colorful superior, and timely. Most differences should be attributed to. nothing

more than chance.

.Radio and television coverage in the legislators' home districts was

viewed as more unemotional, courteous, wise, active% careful, sensitive,,honest,

smooth, fair, progressive', unbiased, right relaxed, accUrate, Whole, balanced,

. truthful, stable, sane, cautious, and friendly. Radio and television coverage'

statewide Was perceived to be more rational, urban, complete, permisst4e,

serious, attraed.ve, strong, good, pleasant, colorful, objective, and timely.

Again, these differences were not statIstically significant.

14



Dimensions of Local.Nowo a or Covora o

Legislators see 1061 newspaper coverage in throo,distinct dimensionsf,,

. . .

et4i61-evaluative, stability-eveluati40,.and.stilistio evaluative, as shown i4

Table 5. These dimensions are charactcalled byi

(1) Ethical-Evaluative Dimension: There are. 17 semantic pair's accounting

for 83.6 pc-1'cent of the variance'which loaded on this-factor--- dominated by

inaccurate-accurate (.83919). and b4ance44unbalanced (.79634)..0ther indicators

% of the dimension include biaie&-unkased, objective-subje.ctive, fakr-unfair, and

right-wrong, suggesting a strong concern for ethics and th04.values 'and decision

making of journalists.

(2) Stability-Evaluative Dimension: Nine pairs comprise this dimension,

dominated by the highest loading by humorous-serious (.81890) and rash-cautious

(.72577). Other semantic pairs suggesting stability include foolish-wise,

stable-unstable, and sane-insane.

(3) Style-Evaluative Dimension: Again, nine pairs comprise this dimension

as viewed by the legislators. This is the weakest dimension loading suggest,

since the highest loaded pairs are backwards-progressive (.63754) and4

superior-inferior (.63116). Other stylistic pairs inclilde

attractive-unattractive strong-weak and smootif-rough.

Dimensions of Local Radio-Television Coverd C

Three 4imensions of home district radio and television coverage were

detected in the analysis and listed in Table 6: othical-evaluatiVe,

styliatic-qualitativo-evaluative; and stability-ovaluativo. The semantic pairs

comprising these dimensions Were:

(1) Ethical-Evaluative Dimension: This factor'containo 10 pairs accounting

for 87.9 percent of the variance with good-bad highest loaded (.82117). Also

loading high oh this factor are.balancod-unbalanced (.79155), iScomploto-complete

1 rJ.

i



(.76311), objectivestibiective (.74327), fair-unfair G74030), alia, .

.

.truthful-untruthful (.70459).

(2) Stylisiic-Tialitative-Evaluative Dimension(4 This factor contains 11
e

"semantic pairs: dominated by cOlorfulcolorless (.80188).:Two other pairs,

attradtive-unattractive (.76266)And Smooth-rough (.7P891)...0ther pairs

indicative,of the sOlistic and qualitative dominance of .the dimension are

interestifig-borin.g, superior-iqferior, timely-untimely, ind passive6active:

(3) Stabilitii-Evaluative DitenaiOn: There aro 13 ;jet:antic 'pairs in this

factor. The loadings of this dimension, are ,overall lower than the first tWo

.dime,nsions deocribed, sin4 the highest loaded pair, hutOrous--grious (.7314i),

suggests a potency element tO the factor. But the factor Iremains clearly

dominated by stability pairs such asoareless-careful (..69642),,rash-cautions

(.68729), sane-insane (.66601), and discourteous-courtebus (.51160'. Evaluative

pairs include foolish-wise, backwards-progressive, and'right-wrOng.

.Ditensions of Statewide Newanaper coverage

Three dimensions of statewide newspaper coverage identified by legislators

focus on the ethical-evaluative nature of the news media, general evaluative

dimension of the newspaper, and the *potency of the newspaper. Specific pairs and

loadings are listed in Table 7, and include:

(1) Ethical..Evaluative Dimension: Of the 21 semaittic pairs accounting for

89.9 percent of the variance, the highest loadings are qualitative and ethical

pairs. Strodgest loading is inaccurate-accurate (.8309). Biased-unbilised

(.81410), fair-unfair (.77932), and untrutpful-truthful (.74218) each strongly

point to the ethical element of the dimension. The qualitative element of ethics-

is represented by.balanced-unbalanced (.80032) and there are seven evaluntive



pairs on thia:dimension-as.well, with Olyjle-partial,(.797S6) and honest-dishongst
&,

-_(.76978).loading highestAmong these, .

(2) 'General, Evaluative DimensiOn: Eleven 'pairs Make up this dimens164,

headed by Colorful7colorless (.76549);hintinuat. a stylistiCelement& OthetW

higher'loa4ings include passive-setil:fc (.735'26) and timely-untimely (71445),

:generally evaluative pairs..
A

(3)-Potenct Dimension: Only three pairs constitute this.dimension, but too

of the pairs-are indicative of a poteney dimeniion. Highest loading is
0

humorousserious (.74096) with utban-rural also a potency semantic7pair. The

third pair is fational-intuitive, adding an activity element.

Dimensions of Statewide Radio-Teleili2n.Coverage

Three dimensions build legislators' images of broadcast.media coverage

atatewide in Wisconsin: ethical-evaluative dimension, general evaluative

dimension; and potency dimension, as indicated in Table 8. Here are discussions
o

of each dimensidn:

(1) Ethical-Evaluative Dimension: Of all sets of dimensions, this is the

largest factor, with 23 semantic pairs accounting for 92.2 percent of the

variance. Of that, nearly half of the pairs .00 are ethical-evaluative semantic.

pairs. The highest loading is balanced-unbalanced (.80005), which Merwin

described as qualitative; but contains obvious ethical implications. Ethical

pairs such as fair-unfair (.79542) and inaccurate-accurate (.79293) indicate the

strength of ethical considerations of this factor. Also loading high on this

factor are objective-subjective (.79208), incomplete-complete (.77892) and

careless-careful (.75863).

(2) Genoral Evaluative Dimension: Thhre are eight semantic pairs creating

this dimension, dominated by colorful-colorless (.79447) and smooth-rough

17



^(.76414).'While colorful-colorless points to s4yle, Tannenbaum and McLeod noted,
.

smooth-rough Oints to receptivity, OsgoodeSuci, and Tannenbaum have found.

Three.evaluative pairs are loaded on this-factor as well backwards-
,

progressive .unpleasant-pleasant,, and interesting-boring.

(3) Potency Three of the four semantic pairl on this factor aro

potOncy pairs, although the highest loading is an adtivity pait,

unemotional-emotional (.72383).'6thOrs indicating potency are humorous-eerious,

urban-rural,. and pe.imissitre-prohibitive..

Eigenvalues and varianto accounted for on each set of dimensions aro

provided in Table 9.

Discussion

Legislators view the news media in broad.similar ways, but with subtle

distinctions. Legislatois in Wisconain-see the newa modia, both print and

broadcast in many of the same images used by the public ia the research by '

Tanilenbaum and McLeod. This seems appropriate,/since legislatures are demographic
\-

microcosms Of the state they are elected to 'represent. Newspapers and radio and

television aro considered ethically, in terms of stability, style, and potency.

It is important to consider a point by Merwin that still seems to hold

true. Merwin concluded that the naturO of newspaper reporting and the nature of

television and radio reporting are so different in content, dopth, add format

that they should.be considered individually. 31
This perspective 'is supported here

in the semantic pair moan differences.

As public officials seek to become increasingly familiar

objectives and responsibilities of the news media, perhaps data

as this will reflect a chat* during this decade. There has not

ilubstantial change in the general images_ of the news media hold

with the

froM studies ouch

:however, been a

by public



officials, apparently, over the past twndecades in comparing these findings with

o
Merwin and with Tannenbaum and McLeod. At this point, though, ethics remain an

lk

important dimension of news media performance in covering state government in the
,

eyes of legislators, d& does news media potency, style, quality, and stability.
:

A The imoge of a stable news media may be a new consideiation, as it does not seem

an important dimensi.on of previous work in this.area by Merwin and,by Tannqnbaum

and McLeod... °

Specifically, Merwin determined diniensions representing ethics, potency,
.

style, appearance, Oality, attractiveneso, and impOirtance. Ethiga and potency ,

v.

stand.out in all four-analyses in this study, although the other.dimensiona46

not oe clear.. Tannenbaum and McLeod identified public- images of the 'mass,media on

five dimensions representing general evUlyation, ethical evOlution, st*istic
,

eYaluatinn, potency, and activity; Of these, general evalnation, ethical.

evaluation, and potency are identifiable.
6

The similarities of faetor solutions at the state level for newspaper

coverage and for radio and television coverage,is curious. This suggests the

legislators see little difference, if any at all,lin terms of dimensions of

reporting,.in the twO forms of news media on a statewide level. However, the

respondents do see.n distinct difference in the home district news media

performance by newspapers and by radio and television. At the- home district

level, these pubIlc officials see ethical evaluative dimensions and stability

dimensions, but differences split at this point. Legislators see style of the

newspaper coverage of their home.districts as an important dimension in'the

overall perceptions they hold, but do not necessarily find this same dimension

for radio and olevision. Instead, they identify a stylistic dimension with heavy

emphasis on qualitat o considerations of performance.

p.



ft makes sense. Legislatorogare much more sensihiile to their home district

news media, since these publications and statfons are the primary sources of

information for their, constituencies. Because the legislator spends more time

with the editars and news directors of these 061470 medial they are likely 0 be-
, ,

more alert to differences in local, or district, news media th'an they would be

., with statewide news media many newspapers and broadcast station& which they

may not know as well, or at all.

Ethics is an important aspect Of news media performance regardless of the

1)avel of .coOerage or:form of coverage. And, for home district coverage of

newspapers and of radio and teleyision'at least stabilitx---.perhaps legislators'

go pointing to consisteucy--- also becomes vital. Legislators, themselves alert
. ,

- to. Etip ethiockl considerations of their own positions of public.trust, spase this .

in.the job performance o'f thunews media as well..

We !met investigate farther to determine if the similarities of news media

statewide coverage do'existI We must cOntinue ed look at the similarities in

newspaper reporting performance 'across home district and statewide levels,

And, we must look in a similar fashion at radio and television coverage to

confirm findings hero. Finally, we must attempt further analysis of factor

solutions here to determine if simillities found on inspection-across solutions

exint when quantitatively examined and tested.

u
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TABLE 1

MEANS OF NEWSPAPER AND RADIO-TELEVIAUADJECTIVE
CURRENT LEGISLATIVE SESSION; HOME DISTRICT

AdjectiVe.Pair Mean Newspaper Mean Radio-
Television

t-value p-value*.

_ .

Interesting-boring .4.3175 5.'0159. -3.46 .001
Unemotional-emotional 3.9153 3.4237 2.06 ,044
Rational-intuitive 4.1639 4.3607 -1,04 .304
Discourteous-courteous 4.6557 5.0984 -2.36 .022
Foolish-wise 4.3167 4.7333 -2.45 .017
PassiveZactive 4.4333 4.9000 -2.29 .026
Urban-rUral 4.5167 4.5167 0.00 1.000
Careless-careful 4.2903 4.5161 -1.32 .192
Insensitive-sensitive 4.1864 4.5763 -2.49 .016
Incomplete-complete 3.4839 3.8226 -1.57 .121
Permissive-prohibitive 4.0189 4.1132 -0.49 .623
Honest-dishonest 4.9032 5.0806 -0,94 .351
Smooth-rough 4,1525 4.7119 -3.03 .004
Humorous-serious 4,5593 3.9153 3.78 .000
Attractive-unattractive 4.4426 4.6721 -1.33 .1$8
Fair-unfair 4.2903 4.7581 -2.61 .011
StNting-weak 3.9500 4.5333 -2,69 .009
Good-bad 4.1148 4.4918 -1.86 .068
Backwards-progressive 4.5690 4.9310 -1.97 .053
Baised-unbiased 3.7377 4.0164 -1.19 .238
Right-wrong 4.2542 4.5085 -1.59 .117
Relaxed-tense 4.1552 4,6379 -2.98 .004
Inaccurate-accurate 4,2459 4.6393 -2,31 .025
Whole-partial 3.2623 3.7377 -2.35 ,022
Unpleasant-pleasant 4 4483, 4.7759 -1.82 .074
Balanced-unbalanced 3.9048 4.2857 -2.17 .034
Untruthful-truthful 4.6721 5.0820 -2.73 .008
Colorful-colorless 4.1167 4.6000 -3.28 .002
Superior-inferior 3.9836 4.3443 -2.08 .042
Objective-subjective 4.0323 4.3710 -1.72 .090
Stable-unstable 4,5345 4,5690 -0,22 .825
Sane-insane 4,9492 5.0847 -1.13 .261
Rash-cautious 4.4407 4,5593 -0,62 .539
Unfriendly-friendly '4,5167 4.9333 .2,47 .016
Timely-untimely °4.4262 5.1803 -4.45 .000

*Two-tail probability.
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'TABLE 2

a

MEANS OF NEWSPAPER AND RADIO-TELEVISION.ADJECTIVE PAIRS
'CURRENT LEGISLATIVE SESSION; STATE OF WISCONSIN

.

Adjective Pair Mean_Newspaper
. .

Mean Radio-
Telêviiion

t7valne p-value*

1 Interesting-boring 4.7627 5.0508 -1.35 :183
Emotional-unemotional 3.4035 3.1930

.

1.13 .265
Rational-intuitive 4.2500 4.5893 -1.53 .131
Discourteous-courteous '4.2807 4.8070 -2.61 .012
FoOlish-wise 4.2456 4.5439 -1.67 .101
Passive-active 4.8421 4.8596 -0.08 .939
Urban-rural 4.5965 4.6140 -0.16 .874
Careless-careful 4.2632 4.4386 -0.87 '.389
Insensitive-sensitive 4:0351 ' 4.2982 -1.37 :175
Incomplete-complete 4.00Q0 4.0536 -0.23 .818
Permissive-prohibitive 4.1321 4.1887 -0.50 .617
Honegtt-dishonest 4.6207 4.8103 -1.13 . .263
Smooth-rough 4.5457 4.6607 -0.72 .478
Bumorous-serious 4.1228 4.0000 0.6] .546
Strong-weak 4.3393 4.6071 -4.37 .175
Good-bad 4.2456 4.5614 -1.68 .098
AttractiVe-unattractive 4.6786 4.9821 -1.80 .078
Fair-unfair 4.1786 4.6071 -2.17 .034
Backwards-progressive 4.5273 4.8000 -1.51 .147
Biased- iased 3.2321 3.9643 -3,89 .000
Right- ong 4.1579 4.4737 -1.76 .083
Relaxed-tense 4.1786 4.5714 -2.66' .010
Inaccurate-accurate 4.1228 4.5614 -2.34 .02.3
Whole-partial 3.9298 3.7193 0.79 .436
Unpleasant-pleasant 4.3091 4.8727 -3.63 .001
Balanced-unbalanced 3.9649 4:1579 -1.09 :282
Untruthful-truthful 4.4286 4.9286 -3.37 .001
Colorful-colorless 4.3393 4.6964 -1.54 .128
Superior-inferior 4.1053 4.3158 -1.02 .$11
Objective-subjective 3.9286 4.3929 -2.37 .021
Stable-unstable 4.5357 4.5000 0.22 .827
Sane-insane 4.8364 4.8545 -0.17 .868
Rash-cautious 4.1818 4.3636 -1.30 .199
Unfriendly-friendly 4.2143 4.6964 -3,35 .001
Timely-untimely 5.1250 5.4286 -1.93 .058

*Two-tail probability.
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TABLE

MEANS OF 'HOME DISTRICT AND STATE 0"Fia4CONRIN'
CURRENT LppIstATIyE $4ssrall:NwspAPERs,

;

Adjective Pair Mean Home
..Distriet

Mei= itate
oWistoebte

t-valup p-value*

Intereating-boring-
Upemotional-emotiqea1
Ratiotal-tetbitive
Discentteous-couttoous
Foolish-wise
Passive-active
Urbae-rural
Careless-careful ,

Inseesitive-sensitive

4.3443
3.9492
4,2241
4.6667
4.3559
4.5263
4.5500
4.3667
A.2069

07705
1.3729
4.2241
4,3167
4:2542
4.8070
4.6167-

/1,2167
4.0345

Incomplete-complete 3.5667 3.9167
Permiosive.prohiBitive 4.0000 0 4.1538
Honost.dishenest 4.8500 , 4,5667
Smootb-rough 4.1724 4.5172
Rumorous-setious 4.5345 4.1724
Attractive-unattractive 4.4828

-4 4.6379
Fair-unfair
Stroeg-weak

4,3448
3.9661 1/1.:2

Good-bad 4.1525 4.2203
Backwards-progressive 4.5614 4.5088
Biased-unbiased 3.7797 3,2881
Right-wrong , 4.2542 4.1525
Relaxed-tense i4.1724 4.1552
Inaccurate-accdrate 4.2787 4.1311
Whole-partial 3.3390 3.8814
Unp1easantp1easant 4.5263 4.1158
Balanced-unbalanced 3,9333 3.9167
Untruthfultruthful 4.6441 4.3898
Colorful-colorless 4.1356 4,3220
Superior-inferior 4.0172 4.1034
Objective-sUbjectiVe 4.0172 3.9138
Stable-UnStable 4.5439 4,5439
Sa0-insane 4.9138 4.7931
.Raftb-cautious- 4.3793 4,1897
Unftiend1y-friend1y. 4.4746 4.2373
Timely-Untimely 4.4237 5.0331

*Two-tai1 probability.'

.066
246 .042
0,00 1.00Q
446 .150
0!41 Yep
-105 .298

-(423 0. .821.

:1871111.

456
0.74 ,463

,142

.091
7 1468.; -.098

.384

0.9C .368

1,32 4192
4.32
0,25
2.62
0,62
0,11

-2.46
1.30
0.10
1.65
4.90
-0,39
0.54

..750

.806

.011

.536
,917

.370

.017

.198

921
.104

.372

.695

.591
0.00 1.000

, 0.98 .331

1.416 .252
1,08 .287.

-2.62 ,011
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TABLE 4

mgArt: OF HOME DISTRICT AND STATE OF WISCONSIN
, CURREITrIEGISLATIVE SESSION: RADIO AND TELEVISION.

Adjective Pair Mean Home
DiStrict

Meap,State
of Wistonsin

-value p-,Value

Interesting-boring. 5,0517 5.0517 0.00 1.000
Unemotional-emotional 3.4909 3.2182 1.40 .168
Rational-intuitive. ,4.4364 4.5818 -0.67 .504
Discourteous-courteous .5.1250 4.8214 1.64 .107
Soolish-wiag. 4.7679 4.5357 1.54 .129
Passive-active 4.9464 4.8571 0.57 ..5.73

Urban-rural 4.5000 4.5893 -0.34 .733
Careless-careful 4.6429 4.4286 1.47 .147
Insensitive-sensitive 4,5536 4.2857 1.72 .092
Incomplete-complete 3.8545 4.-0364 -0.75 .459
Permissive-prohibitive 4.0962 4.2115 -0.85 .401
Honest-dishonest ,5.0175 4.8070 1.39 .171
Smooth-rough 4.7273 4.6545 0.48 .632
Humokoug-serious 3.9107 4,0179 -0.77 .444
Attractive-unattractive. 4.6607 4.9643 -2.49 .016
Fair-unfair' 4.7857 4.6250 1.05 ,296
Strong-weak 4.5273 4.6182 -0.47 .642
Good-bad 4.5357 4,5714 -0.20 .839

"Backwards-progressive 4.8704 4.7963 0.53 .598
Balsed -unbiased 4.1455 3.9636 0.88 .382
Right-wrong 4.5273 4,5091 0.15 .880
kelaxed-tense 4.6182 4.5636 0.41 .684
.Inaccurdte -accurate 4.6250 4,5536 0.50 .621
Whole-partial 3.7857 3.6964 0.36 .717
Unpleasant-pleasant 4.7963 4.8333 -0.23 .8.21

' Balanced-unbalanced 4.3036 4.1429 0.91 .366
Untruthful-truthful' 5.1091 4.9273 1.37 .176
Colorful-colorless 4.6364 4.7091 -0.37 .712
Superior-inferior. 4.3036 4.3036 0.00 1.000
Objective-subjective 4.3393 4.4107 -0.43 .670

..8table -unstable . 4.5636 4.5091 0.40 .690
Sane-insane 5.1111 4,8519 1.79 .080
Rash-cautious 4.4815 4.3704 0.67 .507
Unfriendly-friendly 4.8909 4,6909 1.09 .282
Timely-untimely 5.1636 5 4182 -1.51 .137

*Two-tail probability.
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TABLE 5

NEWSPAPER COVERAGE IN HOHE DISTRICT

Factor/Semantic Pair Factor 1 Factor .2 Factor 3

Ethica1qyalua1ive Dimension
Interestineboring .37934 '1=.02664 .33908
Unemmtional-emotional .36717 .26323 -.25122
Rationtal-intuitive .53594 .41742 .23066
-Discourteous-courteous .62416 .47524 .10639
Careless-careful .63449 .44309 .40702
Insensitive-sensitive .61574 .47294- .24767
Incomplete-complete .58218 .32820 .41125
Honest-dishonest .66012 .17874 e .05326
Fait-unfair .-75917 .15954 ' .22663
Good-bad .62579 .39149 .52128
Biased-unbiased .75980 .21126 .05618
Right-wrong .74147 .28774 .23660
Inaccurate-accurate .83929

.
.29069 .15565

Whole-partial
,

.56283 .44264 .24024
Unpleasant-pleasant .61088 .32378 .43998
Baladced-unba1anced .79634 .22517. .36337
Objective-subjective .74653 .31939 .14314

Stability-Evaluative Dimension
Foolish-wise .46087 .67161 .35929
Permissive-prohibitive .01219 .58385 .25367
Humorous-serious .19889 .81890 .01343
Relaxed-tense

.

.23155 .66606 .10641
Untruthful-truthful f. .57116 .62515 .15035
Stable-unstable 'lc .42010 .65688 .35701
Sane-insane .40887 .65649 .39185
Rash-cautious .35105 .72577 .19572
Unfriendly-friendly .41173 .57235 . .28141
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"ME 5 CONTINUED

NEWSPAPER COVERAGE IN HOME-DISTRICT

Factor/Semantic Fair FacOr 1

Style -Eva1uative,Dimension
Passive-,active .36729
Urban-rural .11229
Smooth-rough ) .41073

Attractive-unattractive .35776
Strong-weak .46011
Backwards-progressive .33949
Superior-inferior -.61431
Timely-untimely .25677

2

Factor 2 Factor 3

.25171 .46962
-.00332 .447,97

.53403 .56326

.44123 .80716

o,

.40288.

.50211
.60086
.63754

.20047 .63116

.47137 .56692

Reordered varimax rotated factor matrix.
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TABLE 6

TELEVISION-RADIO COVERAGE HOME DISTRICT

Factor/Semantic Pair Factor 1 ! Factor 2 Factor' 3

Ethical-Eiialuative Dimension
Emotional.-unemotional .25827/ -.07062 .09954
.Incomplete-tomplete .76311; :27673 .18435
Honest-dishonest . .63256 .30182- .22268
Fair-unfair .740,30 .27057 .35134
Good-bad .82117 .39811 .29145
Whole-partial .58053 .34383 t38001
Balanced-unbalanced .79155 -27984 .27699
Untruthful-truthful ,:70459 .29915 .46231
Objective-sukjective /.74327, ,32476 .20391
Unfriendly-friendly .51180 .40724 .47786

Stylistic-Qualitative-Evaluative Dimension
Interesting-boring .42972 .60373 .08185
Rat ionpl-intu it ive .49647 ,54522 g ,27163
Passive-active .41127 .59797 ..35600
Urban-rural -.09359 .29200 .21411
Smooth-rough .23314 .7589t .39154
Attrac tive=unat trac tive .25483 ..46266 .44190
Strong-weak .49931 .57240 .44576
Unpleasant-pleasant .33717 .51450 .46593
Colorful-colorless .28P06 .80188 ,23051
Superior-inferior .63552 .64588 .26149
Stable-unstable .46560 .54179 .52125
Timely-untimely .44776 .61871 415708'

30



TABLE.6 CONTINUEH

TELEVISION-RADIO CATERAGE''HOHE DISTRICT.

FactortSemantic Pair Factor 1 Factor Factot 3

Stability-Evaluative Dimension
DiscourteousTcourteous .48765 .31565 .51160
Foolish-wise .46512 .41583 '466802
Careless-careful .47112 .37832 . .69642
Insensitive-sensitive .46416 .A0013 .66224
Peimissive-prohibitive .15402 .47014 .47665
Humorous-serious .0 .13793 04463 .73141
Backwards-progressiye .37256 ,54274 .61607
Biased-unbiased .32298 23585 .55698
Right-wrong .45589 .48830 .60224
Relaxed-tense .26337 -.53413 .53459
Inaccurate-accurate .54409 .37477 .59531
Hane-insane -.41745 .43422 .66601 .

Rash-cautious .28707 .37229 -.68729

Reordered varimax rotated actor matrix.
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TABLE 7

NEWSPAPER °OVERAGE STATEWIDE

Factor/Semeintic Fair Factor 1 Factor 2 .Pactor 3

Ethical Evaluative Dimension
Interesting-boring .58389 .46269 -.00749
Rational-intuitive .66415 .45211 ,35146
Discourteous-courteous .73405 .32797 .10772.
Foolish7wise ., .68538 ..58226 .29045
Careless-careful .6780- .53935 .25258
Insensitive-sensitive .73642 38012 .06634
Incomplete-complete .6737.6 .41717 .21921
Honest-dishonest .76978 .39922, .13552
Fair-unfair .77932 ,24996 .24093
Good-bad .69385 .62638 :24326
Biased-unbiased S .81410 .20425 -.22780
Right-wrong .70704 .54176 .29224
Relaxed-tense ...57386 .51127 .34738
Inpccurate-accurate .83289 .25265 .03581
Whole-partial - .79796 :38242 .11391
Balanced-unbalanced .80032 .40689 .16030
.Untruthful-truthful .74218 .49441 .29857'
Objective-subjective .78136 .38967 .25620
Stable-unstable .64617 .57392

tr 1.31777
Aash-cautious .58250 ..45715 .30690.
Unfriendly-friendly .69479 .45900 .27588'
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TABLE TCONTINUED.

NEWSPAPERHCOVERAGE STATEWIDE

Factor/Semantic Pair Factor 1
4

Factor 2 Factor 3

General Evaluative Dimension

.21510

.14351

.51687

.49612

.57908

.57652

.58947

.41495

\

.62592

.54755

.46279

.10889
7.08096
.16284

.

.73526

.64225'

.65010

.71037

.64218

.60319

.59110

.76549

.64979

.61354

.71445

.

.04596
..33072

.25136

.34468

.18982

.33546

.27182

.13341

.31222

.25709

.13595

.19158

.40068

, .33287,

.66996

.65725.

.74096

Passive-active

Permissive-prohibitive
Smooth-rough

Attractive-unattractive
Strong-weak
Backwards-progressive
Unpleasant7pleasant
Colorful-colorless
Superior-inferior
Sane-insane
Timely-untimely

Potency-Dimension
Rational-intuitive
Urban-rural
Humorous-serious

Reordered varimax rotated factor. matrix.
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TABLE 8
.

4

TELEVISION-RADIO COVERAGE STATEWIDE

Factor/Semantic'Pair Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

Ethical Evaluative Dimension
Rational-intuitive ) ,58748 .52451 .32477
Discourteous-courteous .68366 .45436 , .43524
Foolish-wise. .72596 .56218 ..24561
Careless-careful .75863 .46161 .30578
Iniensitive-sedsitive .71753 .41829

,

.36646
Incomplete-complete .77982 i.0305 '-.14902
Honest-diShonest .69219 :.37509 .43578
eair-nnfair .79542 , .39416 .36264
Strong-we'ak .67285 .63201 ".11118
Good-bad .74227 .56793 .21842
Biased-unbiased .69336 .26360 ..38956
Right-wrong

. .71516 .53094 .30863
Rglaxed-tense .50788 .48382 .46772
InaCcurate-accurate .79293 .42580 .32110
Whole-partial .69979 .38308, .14269
Balanced-unbalanced .80005 .28944 .34269
Untruthful-truthful ..73856 .44147 . .38971
Superior-inferior 75334 .57853 .17079
Objective-subjective .79208 .42992 .24485
Stable-unstable .60841 ..52337 ..41263

. 4Sane-insane .55116 J50917 .47192
Rash-cautious .61286 .43431 .39294'
Unfriendly-friendly ..66549 A3315 .46153

4
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'TABLE 8 CONTINUED

TELEVISION-RADIO COVERAGE-STATEWIDE

Fadtor/Semantic Pair Factor 1 Fattor 2 - Factor 3

General Evaluative Dimension .

Interesting-boring .42739 .58839 .20061
Passive-active ..39582 .67687 .22892
Smooth-rough .49360 .76414 .20969
Attractive-unattractive .51083 .720214,-- .31949
Backwards-progressive .55961 .64194 .32140
Unpleasant-pleasant .58403 .59592 .41057
Colorful-coIorless .36502 .79447 .22491
Timely-untimely .49404 .7b390 .35740

Potency"Dimension
Unemotional-emotional .10779 .11313 .72383
Urban-rural .13237 .52071 .55948
Permissive-prohibitive .39724 .44628 .52666
Humorous-serious .41326 .14416, .71350.

keordered,varimax rotated factor matrix.
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TABLE 9

FACTOR SOLUTION EIGENVALUES, VARIANCE

Factor solution Eigenvalue Variance

Newspaper Coverage Home District

Factor 1, Ethical-Evaluative Dimension 18.58675 83.6
Factor 2, Stability-Evaluative Dimension 2.02431 9.1
Factor 3, Style-Evaluative Dimension 1.63366 7.3

Radio-Television Coverage Home District
Factor 1, Ethical-Evaluative Dimension 20.81248 87.9
Factor 2, Stylistic-Qual.-Eval. Dimension 1.62450 6.9
Factor 3, Stability-Evaluative Dimension 1.24342 5.2

Newspaper Coverage Statewide

Factor 1, Ethical-Evaluative Dimension 23.83086 89.9
Factor 2, General Evaluative Dimension 1.73826 6.6
Factor 3, Potency Dimension 0.93528 3.5

Radio-Television.Coverage Statewide
Factor 1, Ethical-Evaluative Dimension 25.74453 92.2
Factor 2, General Evaluative Dimension 1.19066 4.3
Factor 3, Potency. Dimension 0.99273 3.6
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